by Sound Associates, Inc.

I-Caption® is a state-of-the-art, wireless
audio/video aid that provides verbatim
closed captions and subtitling on an
individual hand-held receiver. Originally
designed for live theatrical productions,
this fully-automated system displays
dialogue, lyrics and sound effects with
the efficiency of real-time captioning at a
fraction of the cost and manpower.

The Sound Associates I-Caption® System combines the
power of a Computer Base Station, the convenience of
Microsoft ® PowerPoint Presentation and the portability
of a handheld personal computer to create individual
captioning and subtitling in the venue.

APPLICATIONS:

First, a “script” of the program is created on individual slides in a
PowerPoint Presentation and stored on micro SD flash cards, which
are inserted into the R4 Receiver. Automation is achieved through
the Sound Associates Computer Base Station, which utilizes midi
show control, SMPTE/midi timecode or DMX data to cue the next
slide graphic. Slides are continually advanced to run concurrent with
the live program or presentation with the precision of real-time
captioning while remaining completely automated.
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Ideal for live theatrical productions, movies,
museum tours and corporate orientations and
training programs
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Individual captioning for the deaf
and hard of hearing
Subtitling for foreign language
programs
Audio channels available to
incorporate automated audio
description

The Sound Associates control station has the capacity for multiple timings allowing the use of captions, audio description
and foreign language translation to run simultaneously. Live caption is also available with a windows-based computer and
T4 Interface.
Substituting a handheld personal computer for the cumbersome titling displays ensures each end user has perfect
visibility of the text. The controlled backlighting of the PDA receiver makes it less intrusive to others.
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Fully Automated (no technician required)
Multiple Languages
Custom Graphics
Excellent Video Quality
Highly Reliable
MP3 audio file of translation or audio
description playback
Easy Set up and Installation

The I-Caption ® System is ideal for captioning for the hard of
hearing and deaf patrons in live theaters, movies or any circumstance when a program is repeated on numerous occasions.
Wildly popular both on Broadway and with their professional
national tours, it can be an invaluable tool for breaking down
foreign language and accessibility barriers in the corporate
environment as well. Using I-Caption ® in conjunction with
orientation and training programs and videos eliminates the need
for costly interpreters.
The I-Caption ® System also accommodates D-Scriptive (audio description)
and Audien ® audio translation only offered by Sound Associates, Inc.
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